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"A New Social Awakening": Jatnes Hudson,
Florida A. & M. University's Religious Life
Progratn, and the 1956 Tallahassee Bus
Boycott
by Larry O. Rivers
n May 28, 1956, an event occurred on the Tallahassee
campus of Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
(FAMU) that fused an educator and religious leader, his
teachings on nonviolence, a detestable act of racial discrimination,
and the passion of well-prepared university students into a crusade
for social change.
The critical moment came at noon in the university's Lee Hall
auditorium. Standing inside, FAMU Chaplain James Hudson saw
anger and anxiety in the faces of the hundreds of students who
had assembled at the Student Government Association's request.
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His eyes fixed upon the stage, he watched as a young man whom
he had taught in his logic course, student body president Brodes
Hartley, rose to propose a protest against Jim Crow in the state's
capital city. Scores of times during the previous decade, Hudson
had stood in that same spot and preached nonviolent resistance.
He also had introduced visiting peer theologians who had traveled
to India and personally discussed nonviolence with the late anticolonial leader Mohandas K Gandhi. Now, Hudson's former pupil
Hartley stood to grasp the reins of nonviolent leadership with the
backing of others touched by Hudson's messages on that subject.
At the meeting, Hartley would lead his fellow students to carry the
fiery spirit of those teachings on noncooperation into Tallahassee's
streets and, in the process, reshape the direction of history in both
the city and state. The ensuing activist campaign reflected the farranging effects of Hudson's work to teach students and community
members the militant reconciliation theology he had helped systematize, which had roots in efforts by him and a group of his close
theological colleagues across the country to bring Gandhi's internationally transformative philosophy and methods to the forefront
of the African American freedom struggle. 1
An incident from the previous day, on Saturday afternoon, had
sparked the gathering. It began when FAMU students Wilhemina
Jakes and Carrie Patterson stepped onto a city bus and dropped
ten-cent fares into the meter. Finding the vehicle crowded, the
two friends sat in the only available seats, ones located next to a
white woman sitting behind the driver. ''You girls can't sit there,"
bus operator Max Coggins declared. "Why?" Jakes asked. ''You
just can't sit there," he responded firmly. Jakes stood up, walked
to Coggins, and said: "Give me back my dime and I will get off."
He retorted, "I can't give you your dime." With that,Jakes silently
returned to her seat. There, she and Patterson remained put. The
act of defiance, seemingly so minor, actually carried momentous
importance because of a similar debacle more than five months
earlier in Montgomery, Alabama. In that city on December 1,
1955, 42-year old department store worker Rosa Parks had refused
a bus driver's order to relinquish her "colored section" seat to white
passengers, sparking the famed Montgomery Bus Boycott. Now,
1

James Hudson, interview by Jackson Ice, 1978, transcript, Tallahassee Civil
Rights Oral History Collection, Special Collections, Florida State University
Library, Tallahassee, FL., n .p .; Brodes Hartley, student at Florida Agricultural
and Mechanical University in 1956, telephone interview by author,January 27,
2009.
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having also disregarded a white driver's instructions,Jakes and Patterson found themselves headed toward a confrontation much like
the one the Montgomery seamstress had faced. 2
Coggins pulled the bus into a nearby service station and called
the police. Within five minutes, three police cars arrived. Two
officers boarded the vehicle, spoke briefly with Coggins, and then
approached Jakes and Patterson. "Are you girls having a problem?" one asked. The women offered their version of what had
happened . The officer responded, ''You girls want to ride-then I'll
give you a ride; come with me." With that, the policemen escorted
the women off the bus and drove them to the downtown police
station where they charged Jakes and Patterson with "placing themselves in a position to incite a riot." A fellow student who had been
on the bus with them called FAMU. Dean of Students Moses General Miles, a friend of Hudson's, secured the women's release by
posting bonds. The next morning, on Sunday, news of the incident
made the local newspaper's front page. At 5:30 p.m. that evening,
Jakes and Patterson answered a knock on the door of their offcampus residence to discover a burning cross on the dusk-lit lawn.
Fearing what might await them after dark, the women fled to a
FAMU dormitory. 3
The next day, Brodes Hartley led the Lee Hall discussion to
determine how FAMU students would respond. They decided to
boycott the bus system that had humiliated Jakes and Patterson.
After singing the school's alma mater, the participants bolted from
the building toward the first bus they saw. Members of the group
"requested" all the black passengers to exit the vehicle; the riders
did as they were asked. By some accounts students rocked the bus
back and forth, practically shaking patrons out of it. Hudson and
Miles urged restraint from rowdiness. Still, word quickly spread
that FAMU no longer welcomed those willing to ride the buses.
When the next bus arrived on campus trailed by a police car, it
carried no passengers. Hudson and local National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) branch President
Charles Kenzie "C. K." Steele moved quickly to rally black citizens
who lived off-campus to follow the students' lead and stop using
2

3

Lewis M. Killian, "Organization, Rationality and Spontaneity in the Civil Rights
Movement," American Sociological R.eview 49 (December 1984) : 772-773; Fred D.
Gray, Bus Ride to Justice: Changing the System by the System, the Life and Work ofFred
D. Gray (Montgomery, AL: Black Belt Press, 1995), 36-51.
Killian, 773; Glenda Alice Rabby, The Pain and the Promise: The Struggle for Civil
Rights in Tallahassee, Florida (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1999), 9-12.
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Student body president Brodes Hartley with Florida A&M University students
during the Tallahassee Bus Boycott. Photo by Robert W. Kelley/ The LIFE Picture
Collection. Image and Caption courtesy of Getty Images

city buses. Both believed the students had awakened within the
black community the potential for mass, organized resistance that
could sound Jim Crow's final death knell on the local scene. As
Steele recounted: "Without the students, there would have been
no protest. There would have been no movement. They are the
militants. They are the soldiers." 4
Reverend Hudson and certain of his colleagues had long
worked to prepare FAMU for such a day. Hartley recounted how
Hudson's classroom teachings and chapel services helped him and
many fellow students develop the conviction and conceptual tools
that armed them during the nonviolent battle to come. Indeed,
seeds planted by Hudson and FAMU's religious life program-an
initiative Hudson had nourished through a decade of lessons on
nonviolence and human brotherhood-began to blossom That program included the pedagogical, scholarly, and community activities
4

Ibid.; Frederick S. Humphries, student at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University in 1956, interview by author, November 14, 2007, Nashville, TN;
Charles Kenzie Steele, interview by Jackson Ice, 1978, transcript, Tallahassee
Civil Rights Oral History Collection, Special Collections, Florida State University Library, Tallahassee, FL.
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of the FAMU chapel and the Department of Religious Education
(later, the Department of Philosophy and Religion). Hudson's
administration of the program reflected his deep commitment to
the aims of the "Rankin network." Formed during the early 1940s,
the network encompassed a national group of African American
religious intellectuals based at Washington D.C.'s Howard University, where the Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel served as the principal venue for devotional activities. These scholars systematized
"militant reconciliation theology," defined as "a practical theology
[that] linked a Christian ethics, affirming the divine worth of all
humanity with Mohandas K. Gandhi's 'science of nonviolence,'
which it identified as a spiritually scund method to deliver humanity from the evil of racial segregation." By utilizing his campus
ministry to teach this theology, Hudson inspired students and local
churchgoers to engage in noncooperation against segregation,
thus setting in place a key component of the Tallahassee Bus Boycott's intellectual foundation. The FAMU religious life program,
thereby, occupied a pivotal place in the origins of the Inter-Civic
Council (ICC), the "local movement center" that ultimately administered the boycott. 5
The impact of the local movement center, influenced by Hudson's religious life program, expanded well beyond Tallahassee's
civil rights struggle, a fact that afforded regional and national significance to the ICC's activities. Sociologist Aldon D. Morris explained
"a local movement center is a social organization within the community of a subordinate group, which mobilizes, organizes, and
coordinates collective action." Local movement centers function
through an "indigenous base" that includes the dominated group's
institutions, networks, leaders, money, and cultural elements. The
ICC, erected upon an ideational foundation that extended from
FAMU's religious life program, became an integral part of what
Morris called the "institutional soil from which the [Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)] would emerge." The
results achieved by the SCLC and similar Civil Rights Movement
organizations, Morris noted, led to a "paradigmatic shift" in social
movement theory-the study of large-scale, group based activism. Prevailing theories that had "argued that movements were
5

Larry 0. Rivers, "'Militant Reconciling Love': Howard University's Rankin Network and Martin Luther King Jr.," Journal of African American History 99 (Summer 2014): 225; AJdon D. Morris, The Origins of the Civil Rights Movement: Black
Communities Organizing for Change (New York: The Free Press, 1984), 40.
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spontaneous, non-rational, and unstructured" declined in favor of
new ones emphasizing the "organized, rational, institutional and
political features" of social action against the status quo. The story
of the ICC's intellectual roots, thus, offers an illustrative case study
of a key factor in the locally-based organizing model that the SCLC
adopted into its modus operandi, which helped reshape the manner in which scholars examine social movements. 6
These heretofore little studied details of the ICC's development
contribute to what Steven F. Lawson called the "third generation"
of Civil Rights Movement scholarship. Lawson argued that the
first generation "in the late 1960s and 1970s" principally depicted
the movement as a political saga, embracing nationally prominent
protest leaders and government officials as its protagonists. A second generation framed by social history's methodologies followed
"in the late 1970s and 1980s" and utilized a bottom-up viewpoint
focused on "local communities and grass-roots organizations."
Those countervailing perspectives subsequently trended toward
synthesis in a "third generation" revolving around an "interactive
model, recognizing the need to connect the local with the national, the social with the political." Within this, Lawson observed a
discourse that sought to "reexamine the ideological roots of the
freedom struggle." Scholars-confronting ahistorical, revisionist
memories of the movement's goals and its standards of right versus
wrong-necessarily continue to investigate the systems of thought
that shaped the praxis for activism. 7
6

7

Morris, xii, 40, 80; Aldon D. Morris, "A Retrospective on the Civil Rights Movement: Political and Intellectual Landmarks," Annual Review of Sociology 25
( 1999) : 51 7.
Steven F. Lawson, "Freedom Then, Freedom Now: The Historiography of the
Civil Rights Movement," American Historical Review 96 (April 1991): 456-457;
Steven F. Lawson subsequently updated his historiography in Steven F. Lawson ,
Civil Rights Crossroads (Lexington : University Press of Kentucky, 2003), 3-28.
On the expanding literature on the ideas that undergirded the civil rights
struggle, see also: Ted Ownby, "Introduction," in The Role of Ideas in the Civil
Rights South, ed. Ted Ownby Qackson: University Press of Mississippi, 2002),
ix. Jacquelyn Dowd Hall has argued for a 1930s-l 970s periodization of the
Civil Rights Movement while Sundiata Keita Cha-:J ua and Clarence Lang concluded that a 1954-1965 periodization best matches the historical evidence .
For the two different perspectives, see: Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, "The Long Civil
Rights Movement and the Political Uses of the Past," Journal of American History
91 (March 2005) : 1233-1263 and Sundiata Keita Cha-:Jua and Clarence Lang,
"The 'Long Movement' as Vampire: Temporal and Spatial Fallacies in Recent
Black Freedom Studies," Journal of African American History 92 (Spring 2007):
265-288. Steven F. Lawson, in response to the "long movement" thesis, supported a 1954-1968 periodization in Steven F. Lawson, "Long Origins of the
Short Civil Rights Movement, 1954-1968" in Freedom Rights: New Perspectives on
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The Rankin network's role as a source of ideas for students and
off-campus citizens who participated in the Tallahassee Bus Boycott
not only serves as context for the protest's development, but also
offers an e~ample of how parallel organizations developed by black
professionals helped African Americans create the agency-or ability to exert power-they used during the Civil Rights Movement.
Prior to and during the boycott FAMU faculty members connected
the campus to the debates, publications, and leading scholars of
the Rankin network's two Howard University-based professional organizations: the Institute of Religion and the Fellowship of
Religious Workers at Colleges and Universities for Negroes (FRWCUN). African American professionals founded such associations,
Darlene Clark Hine observed, to take advantage of Jim Crow's
"Achilles' heel." Despite segregation's orientation as an instrument of white supremacy, black men and women understood and
grasped the opportunity to form self-controlled institutions within
this system. These institutions drew upon cultural capital, which
V. P. Franklin described as a sense of group identity and shared
interests "that serves as an economic resource for the financial and
material support of business enterprises aimed at the advancement
of an entire group." 8
The cultural capital that African Americans invested in their
national professional associations empowered them, in turn, to
forge relationships across the country, weave large networks, and
spread innovative ideas about social change. As part of a Howardbased parallel organization, Rankin network members contemplated ways to incorporate their militant Jesus concept into a new
oppositional consciousness; that is, a belief-system that defined the
status quo as unjust and vulnerable to change through collective
action. They hoped such a consciousness could galvanize local
communities to undertake nonviolent direct action campaigns.
The Tallahassee Bus Boycott emerged from and was sustained by
an intellectual environment heavily influenced by the militant
reconciliation theology this network introduced into academic

8

the Civil Rights Movement, eds., Danielle L. McGuire and John Dittmer (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 2011), 9-37. The present study utilizes a
1954-1965 periodization for the Civil Rights Movement based on the origins
and development of the Rankin network and its militant reconciliation theology. See: Rivers, 225-228.
Darlene Clark Hine, "Black Professionals and Race Consciousness: Origins of
the Civil Rights Movement, 1890-1950," Journal of American History 89 (March
2003): 1279-1294; VP. Franklin, "Introduction: Cultural Capital and African
American Education," Journal ofAfrican American History 87 (Spring 2002): 177.
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discourse. The protest, thereby, represented a realization of the
Rankin network's vision. 9
Incubated within FAMU's scholastic milieu, the student-initiated
boycott arose, as well, from a legacy of militancy at the institution.
Florida's Bourbon-led, Redemption-era legislature had established
the State Normal School for Colored Students in 1887, intending
its mission to echo the vocational focus at the Alabama-based Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute. Larry Eugene Rivers and Canter Brown Jr., as well as Peter A. Dumbuya and Antonio F. Holland,
have detailed how this aim drew opposition from the school's first
two presidents. Both had graduated from Oberlin College, where
they became passionate scions of its vision to educate "the whole
man" through a union of liberal arts instruction and practical training. Thomas de Saliere Tucker's inexorable devotion to instituting
an Oberlin-modeled curriculum during the school's initial fourteen
years culminated in an acrimonious confrontation with Superintendent of Public Instruction William N. Sheats that resulted in Tucker's
ouster. Sheats nominated Nathan B. Young, former head of Tuskegee's Academic Department, as Tucker's replacement. Probably unbeknownst to Sheats, Young had departed Tuskegee after objecting to
Principal Booker T. Washington's increasing insistence on "dovetailing" aspects of vocational education into the Academic Department's
courses. In Tallahassee, Young expanded the liberal arts program, a
fact that contributed to his dismissal twenty-two years later. 10
The leadership change failed to rupture the school's thenfirmly entrenched culture of resistance to the state-defined prioritization of industrial teaching. Protesting Young's termination,
some faculty members resigned, alumni petitioned the state Board
of Control, and scores of students refused to attend classes. Amid
escalating tensions, three campus buildings burned. Authorities
suspected arson. State officials in 1924 turned to John Robert
9
10

Morris, "A Retrospective on the Civil Rights Movement," 523.
Larry Eugene Rivers and Canter Brown Jr., "'A Monument to the Progress of
the Race': The Intellectual and Political Origins of the Florida Agricultural
and Mechanical University, 1865-1887," Florida Historical Quarterly 85 (Summer 2006): 40-41; Peter A. Dumbuya, "Thomas de Saliere Tucker: Reconciling
Industrial and Liberal Arts Education at Florida's Normal School for Colored
Teachers, 1887-1901," Florida Historical Quarterly 89 (Summer 2010): 37-38,
44-48; Antonio F. Holland, Nathan B. Young and the Struggl,e Over Black Higher
Education (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2006), 197-200. On Booker
T. Washington and "dovetailing," see: Louis R. Harlan, Booker T. Washington:
Volume 2: The Wizard oJTuskegee, 1901-1915 (New York: Oxford University Press,
1983), 149-151.
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Edward (J. R. E.) Lee, another one-time head of Tuskegee's Academic Department under Washington, to guide what by then had
become Florida Agricultural and Mechanical College (FAMC). Lee
shrewdly touted Washington ideals while courting faculty, student,
and alumni ·trust through steadfast support for liberal arts. During
the sunset of his twenty-year presidency, he personally would lay
portions of the groundwork for the college's close association with
the Rankin network. 11
Given this formative effort to shape the school into a tool of
black educational self-determination rather than a mechanism
of state control, FAMU emerged as a site for what V. P. Franklin
termed the "African Amer~can scholar-activist tradition" that linked
"scholarly pursuits to organizations and movements for social and
political change." Connie L. Lester noted, by way of example, the
college faculty's contributions to the quiet social revolution of black
landowning among farmers in the "Old South panhandle." Unlike
the experiences of many neighboring states, sharecropping-a system within which crop-lien merchants commonly used exploitive
lending practices to lock black families into peonage-failed to
dominate farming in postbellum Florida. Most black agricultural
laborers picked and packed citrus or aided livestock production,
endeavors that created greater opportunity to acquire disposable
income and purchase arable land. Landownership among black
farmers increased from 41 percent in 1900 to 73 percent in 1950.
FAMU agricultural conferences assisted property holders in developing "communal networks" for sharing money, labor, equipment,
and information that often proved essential to commercial success.
Resulting profits permitted many to send their children to classrooms during school months. Some of these sons and daughters
eventually enrolled at FAMU. Communal networks supported by
FAMU instructors thus helped pierce Jim Crow-imposed obstacles
to educational access for black farm owners' children in a manner
not too dissimilar from the FAMU religious life program's later success at helping many of these same young people strike forceful
blows against Tallahassee's segregated bus system. 12
11

12

Leedell W. Neyland, Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University: A Centennial
History, 1887-1987 (Tallahassee: Florida A&M University Foundation, 1987),
78-84; see also: Leedell W. Neyland, "State-Supported Higher Education
among Negroes in the State of Florida," Florida Historical Quarterly 43 (October
1964): 105-122.
V.P. Franklin, "The Power to Define: African American Scholars, Activism, and
Social Change, 1916-2015," Journal of African American History 100 (Winter
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FAMU's scholar-activist tradition and efforts to teach militant
reconciliation theology faced particularly daunting challenges by
1956 and the bus boycott. Although perceived by many as a "moderate" state set apart from most of the Civil Rights-era South, Florida had entered the twentieth century torn by racial violence and
divisions. It, for example, produced the most lynchings-per capita-in the country. Approximately ninety such murders occurred
between 1900 and 1917, followed by another fifty from 1918 to 1930.
Nor was the state capital immune from disgraceful incidents. In
one of many race-based acts of violence, kidnappers in 1937 took
two black Tallahassee teenagers charged with assault of a police
officer from the county jail and shot them dead. Meanwhile, as the
NAACP won a series of federal lawsuits that incrementally crippled
the legal edifice for racial segregation and aided African American
litigants seeking to desegregate Florida's public schools during the
1930s and 1950s, political institutions in the Sunshine State and
Tallahassee remained obdurate in clinging to Jim Crow norms. As
Irvin D.S. Winsboro articulated, "white Floridians fought as hard as
their Dixie neighbors to maintain segregated schools, communities, and unequal political and employment opportunities." The
harassment and violence that would be directed against Tallahassee Bus Boycott participants reflected that reality and tested the
nonviolence training many of these men and women received. 13
Florida A&M College's close association with the Rankin network dated back to the World War II era. FAMC Chaplain David
Hedgley belonged to the FRWCUN and regularly attended its
meetings. He and President J. R. E. Lee particularly respected
FRWCUN head and Rankin Chapel Dean Howard Thurman, who
had met Mahatma Gandhi in India in 1936 and sought his advice
on implementing his nonviolence philosophy within the black

13

2015): 6; Connie L. Lester, "Planting the Seeds of Racial Equality: Florida's
Independent Black Farmers and the Modern Civil Rights Era," in Old South,
New South, or Down South?: Florida and the Modem Civil Rights Movement, ed.,
Irvin D.S. Winsboro (Morgantown: West Virginia University Press, 2009), 116117, 119, 123-124.
Irvin D.S. Winsboro, "Image, Illusion, and Reality: Florida and the Modern
Civil Rights Movement in Historical Perspective," in Old South, New South, or
Down South?, 2, 6; Lester, 125; Robert A. Taylor, "Vigilante Justice and National
Reaction: The 1937 Tallahassee Double Lynching" Florida Historical Quarterly
67 (July 1988): 33-35. On the NMCP's court battles between the 1930s and
1950s, see: Genna Rae McNeil, Groundwork: Charles Hamilton Houston and the
Struggle for Civil Rights (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983);
Patricia Sullivan, Lift Every Voice: The NAACP and the Making of the Civil Rights
Movement (New York: New Press, 2009).
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freedom struggle. Hedgley and Lee brought Thurman to speak to
FAMC's students a number of times. When Lee died in 1944, the
Board of Control selected William Herbert Gray Jr., then president
of St. Augus~ine's Florida Normal and Industrial College, to replace
him. As with his predecessor, Gray refused to subordinate the liberal arts to vocational education and demonstrated sympathy to
Rankin network goals, although he faced special challenges. The
institution had lost many students and faculty members to enlistment, conscription, or wartime jobs. To revitalize FAMC, Gray
introduced graduate-level instruction and aggressively recruited
professors with advanced degrees. An ordained Baptist minister,
Gray also expanded FAMC's religious life program. In 1946, these
dual aims merged in his decision to appoint James Hudson as the
school's new chaplain. 14
Gray and Hudson had met in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, during
the late 1930s while Gray was a Southern University education professor. Their wives were related. At that time, Hudson was chaplain
and a philosophy instructor at Leland College in Baker, Louisiana.
Having known Howard Thurman for years, Hudson came to FAMC
well-prepared to enhance the school's relationship with the Rankin
network. They had become friends as early as 1928, when Hudson
enrolled as an Oberlin seminary student. Thurman, an alumnus
of Hudson's undergraduate alma mater, Morehouse College in
Atlanta, then pastored the local Mount Zion Baptist Church. They
spoke at length about Thurman's days at Rochester Theological
14

Rivers, "Militant Reconciling Love," 230, 233; Clayborne Carson, Tenisha Armstrong, Susan Carson, Erin Cook, and Susan Englander, eds., The Martin Luther
King]r. , Encyclopedia (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2008), 331-332; On the
founding of the Fellowship of Religiou Workers in Colleges and Universities
for Negroes (hereafter "FRWCUN"), see the editor's note in Walter Earl Fluker, ed., The Papers of Howard Washington Thurman, Volume 2: Christian, Who Calls
M e Christian?, April 1936-August 1943 (Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 2012) , 261; Dennis C. Dickerson, "African American Religious Intellectuals and the Theological Foundations of the Civil Rights Movement, 1930-55,"
Church History 74 Qune 2005): 217-235; Florida Agricultural & Mechanical College FAMC Bulletin (hereafter "FAMC Bulletin"), 1941-1942, 5, Southeastern
Regional Black Archives, Research Center and Museum, Florida Agricultural
& Mechanical University, Tallahassee, FL (hereafter "Black Archives"). On
Florida Agricultural & Mechanical College and the FRWCUN, see: undated
FRWCUN rosters;J.R.E. Lee to Howard Thurman, November 19, 1942; Thurman to Lee,January 7, 1942; Thurman to Lee,January 21, 1943; "Summary of
the Third Conference [FRWCUN]: 'The Christian Approach to Racial Tension
in the United States,"' February 26-28, 1943, Greensboro, North Carolina, all
in Box 4046, Howard Thurman Papers, Manuscript Division, Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University, Washington, DC. Neyland, Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical University, 171-185.
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Seminary, which had since merged with another nearby divinity
school to become Colgate-Rochester that year. Stirred by Thurman's stories about his life-changing experience at the upstate New
York school, Hudson transferred there in September 1929. After
completing his bachelor of divinity degree and receiving ordination into the Baptist ministry in Rochester, Hudson earned a master's degree and Ph.D. in philosophy at Boston University. 15
Although generally happy at FAMC in 1946, Hudson regretted that his initial teaching assignments focused mainly on the
social sciences as opposed to philosophy. As the college boasted
no philosophy or religion departments, its curriculum afforded
little space for Hudson's preferred teaching areas. Later that year
and to Hudson's excitement, Gray "began to talk more pointedly"
about expanding the religious studies curriculum. Hudson thereafter convened a summer 1947 meeting of professors and local
ministers to develop a detailed proposal. The group recommended establishing a Department of Religious Education and the president approved. Appointed founding chairman, Hudson tapped
Emory A. Wadlowe to help him build the program. An English
instructor with a bachelor of divinity degree from Howard and a
master of sacred theology from Oberlin, Wadlowe also pastored
Tallahassee's St.James Colored Methodist Episcopal Church. Hudson accordingly arranged for Wadlowe to receive a joint appointment as an instructor in religious education. 16
In the years that followed, Hudson and Wadlowe benefited
substantially from advice they received from the man who held the
most coveted black divinity school deanship in the United States.
As it happened, in fall 1947 William Stuart Nelson, dean of the
Howard School of Religion, spoke at FAMC, sharing details from
his visit to India the previous year. Nelson, as with Thurman earlier, had met Mohandas K. Gandhi and discussed how blacks could
apply what the Mahatma termed satyagraha-"love-force" expressed
through nonviolent resistance-to their struggle against segregation. Following the FAMC speaking engagement, Nelson and
Hudson commenced a long friendship. Nelson urged Hudson to
seek Institute of Religion membership. The Institute extended
15
16
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a membership invitation the next year and also asked Hudson to
present a paper at its upcoming meeting in the nation's capital.
Thereafter, Hudson traveled to Howard at least twice per year to
attend Institute conferences, preach at Rankin Chapel, and participate in other campus activities. 17
Hudson's formal entry into the Rankin network in 1948 coincided with the publication of The Christian Way in Race Relations,
edited by Nelson. Its essays were written by Institute of Religion
members and originated at Rankin network meetings. The anthology represented the definitive exposition of militant reconciliation
theology as a Christian doctrine and ethical system. The authors
saw Jesus as a nonviolent revolutionary who had suffered, bled,
and died while rebelling against man-made obstacles to the form
of community God wanted-one in which all humanity would live
in a state of brotherhood and sisterhood. They concluded-significantly as far as future events in Tallahassee and at FAMU were
concerned-that Christian discipleship entailed a responsibility
to nonviolently contest racial segregation, a social structure that
stood in opposition to the country's founding ideals and God's will.
The contributors expressed hope that young people, in particular,
would develop innovative ways to apply Jesus' teachings and Gandhi's methodology in order to overcome Jim Crow. Members of
the FRWCUN and the Institute of Religion believed such youth
leadership would be essential to an American religious movement
anchored in Gandhian principles. What they perceived to be the
limited interest many college pupils had in religious work, thus,
troubled them. Referencing this challenge, Nelson-a FRWCUN
member-wrote that one of the Institute of Religion's priorities
committed it to "assist materially in the development among college students of a more favorable attitude toward religion and
religious institutions." As his actions showed, Hudson agreed with
17
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these beliefs and eagerly embraced Rankin network objectives on
FAMC's campus. 18
Their goals firmly in mind, James Hudson and Emory Wadlowe set about implementing their program with careful planning
and empirical research. In 1949 the department conducted "A
Study of Religious Attitudes and Concepts of Florida A. and M.
College Students," distributing hundreds of questionnaires across
campus. The feedback proved an enormous help, bringing a long
list of challenges to Hudson and Wadlowe's attention and leading
them toward sweeping changes for the religious life program. The
data revealed that a large majority of the 427 respondents believed
in prayer, held church membership, considered churches critical
to modern society, and thought churches "should take an active
part in the social, economic, and political life of the community."
The students pointed critically, however, to uneducated ministers,
ill-prepared sermons, and a lack of church involvement in communities. The students wanted their home churches and FAMC's
chapel to encourage young people to take a greater role in planning services. The data, Wadlowe argued, pointed to a tremendous
opportunity to make a difference in students' spiritual lives. "Most
of our students still believe that the church is indispensable to society and that the church has a mission no other organization can
perform," he concluded. "However, these young people are calling and pleading for a program and leadership that they and the
world can respect and follow." The professor suggested expanding the department's curriculum and budget, giving students "a
major part" in developing campus religious activities, encouraging
student participation in Tallahassee churches, and inviting more
guest ministers to FAMC. Hudson submitted the proposals to the
university administration. 19
Presidential acceptance came in due course. Given that President Gray resigned on July 1, 1949, his successor-former Tennessee Agricultural and Industrial State College Dean George W. Gore
Jr.-gave the favorable response. In the meantime, Hudson regularly coordinated efforts with the city's black Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliance (IMA). Its membership included local clerical
officials who, like Hudson, wanted black churches to become more
18

19
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active in challenging Tallahassee's segregationist norms. Hudson
established a particularly strong relationship with IMA members
and FAMC alumni Moses General Miles and David Henry Brooks,
young instructors who lived on campus with their families and
also led local congregations. Miles, appointed dean of men in
1944, taught math and later pastored Philadelphia Primitive Baptist Church. Brooks, who held a bachelor of divinity from Bishop
Payne Divinity School and taught sociology, had returned to Tallahassee in 1947 to serve St. Michael's Episcopal Church. Other IMA
members included the Reverends William M. Burns of Bethel Missionary Baptist Church and J. A. Porter of Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church; these men pastored two of the largest black
churches in the city. 20

James Hudson, Chaplain, FloridaA&M University. Image courtesy of Black Archives,
Florida A&M University.
20
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Heeding his study's recommendation to encourage greater
student participation in local churches, Hudson secured administrative approval to schedule Sunday chapel and vesper services on
a bi-weekly, rather than weekly, basis. He urged students to worship
on the free Sundays with off-campus congregations (particularly
those headed by fellow IMA members). At FAMC, the IMA assisted
Hudson with the publicity and logistics associated with bringing
out-of-town, activist ministers to address the student body. Guest
speakers included Maynard Jackson, Sr., pastor of Atlanta's Friendship Baptist Church; Williams Holmes Borders, pastor of Atlanta's
Wheat Street Baptist Church; and Hudson's former Leland College
student Gardner C. Taylor, who had led two Louisiana churches
before pastoring at Concord Baptist Church of Christ in Brooklyn, New York. These men had vigorously supported black voter
registration and mobilization efforts in the South while facing the
constant threat of white reprisals. Additionally, Hudson hosted fellow militant reconciliation theologians such as Howard President
Mordecai Johnson; former Howard School of Religion Dean Benjamin Mays, then president of Atlanta's Morehouse College; and
former Howard Chapel Dean Howard Thurman, then co-pastor
of the Church for the Fellowship of all Peoples in San Francisco,
California. Hudson thereby introduced students to spiritual messages and role models he believed would heighten their interest in
religion as a potential tool for social change. 21
Emmett W. Bashful-a WWII veteran, FAMC political science
instructor, and friend of Hudson's since his time in Louisiana-was
another key supporter of the religious life program. As faculty
advisor to the campus NAACP branch, he shared Hudson's commitment to expanding student and church participation in that
organization. Bashful also lectured at Department of Religious
Education programs on topics such as "The Church and Political
21
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Activity." He and Hudson delighted in the NAACP's groundbreaking victory in the 1946 Smith v. Allwright U.S. Supreme Court case,
which struck down "white primaries" and opened the way for millions of black southerners to help select Democratic nominees.
Another watershed event occurred when President Harry S. Truman-targeting black northern voters in his uphill 1948 election
campaign-desegregated the armed forces and backed federal legislation against lynching, poll taxes, and other forms of racial injustice. Truman 's subsequent triumph- despite a Dixiecrat rebellion
that cost him four southern states-illustrated the increasing leverage black voters now held in Democratic Party and national affairs.
Hudson and Bashful also applauded Florida NAACP leader Harry
T. Moore's work in launching voter registration drives, lobbying
against legislation designed to obstruct voting rights, and endorsing candidates. Further, they looked favorably upon Moore's support for two major NAACP court battles that began in 1949: the
legal defense of four black Groveland men falsely accused of raping
a white woman and a desegregation lawsuit against the University
of Florida. The increasingly aggressive civil rights push, unfortunately, escalated racial tensions across the state, as revealed by a
rash of violent acts directed againstjewish, Catholic and black residential areas. A notably tragic event occurred on Christmas Day
1951, when a Ku Klux Klan house bomb claimed the lives of Moore
and his wife. The Moore assassinations posed a serious setback for
Hudson, Bashful, and the IMA members who hoped to get Tallahassee's black middle class more involved in campaigns againstjim
Crow. The calamity vividly highlighted a growing backlash against
Florida civil rights activism that threatened to destroy the lives of
those who stood up against the status quo. 22
"Civility," as termed by historian William H. Chafe, presented
another obstacle to galvanizing Tallahassee's black community
behind more confrontational campaigns against racial segregation.
22
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It functioned as a type of social contract in individual communities. Under "civility," blacks received guarantees of relative safety,
open communication, and incremental ( though often only symbolic) progress toward ameliorating racial hardships as long as
they did not obstruct everyday business, political, or social norms.
To many black Tallahasseeans, this arrangement seemed to work
well. For example, after the 1944 Smith V Allwrightruling, blacks in
Tallahassee saw very little-if any-of the intimidation and violence
directed at potential black voters in other Florida communities.
As numerous black citizens across the state received death threats,
were attacked, or had their houses bombed when they attempted
to vote in the 1946 Democratic primary, Tallahassee's black men
and women cast their ballots without any significant hostility. As
a result, IMA members found little support for their message that
blacks needed to exhibit greater militancy against segregation during the 1940s. Whenever a major racial incident occurred, white
city officials summoned older, more conservative black leaders to
help them resolve it. Tallahassee's powerful white leaders largely
ignored the IMA ministers. 23
A fortuitous development in 1952 set the stage for the IMA to
become a stronger force in city affairs. That year, the fiery 38-year
old, Charles Kenzie Steele accepted a preeminent local pastorship
and, shortly afterward, joined the IMA. The Bluefield, West Virginia, native had earned his baccalaureate degree from Morehouse
College and labored vigorously to improve the lives of the black
congregations he subsequently led in Georgia and Alabama. Steele
served Montgomery's Hall Street Baptist Church from 1938 to 1945
and again from 1949 to 1952. In 1944, he backed a lawsuit against
the state "competency test" used to bar black voter registration.
During his second stint in Montgomery, he continued to fight for
black voting rights. In 1952, Steele brought this passion for social
justice to Tallahassee's Bethel Missionary Baptist Church, a large
congregation comprised of a broad cross section of the black community. As a Bethel pulpit associate, Hudson responded positively
to Steele's appointment and welcomed him into the IMA. Like
his predecessor, former IMA President William M. Burns, Steele
became an active member of the alliance. He also spoke regularly
23
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at FAMC religious activities. Perhaps more than any other minister in Tallahassee, Steele shared Hudson's zeal for fighting racial
injustice; not surprisingly, his arrival brought new energy to IMA
efforts. 24
Two years after Steele's move to Tallahassee, the U.S. Supreme
Court's 1954 Brown v. Board of Education ruling-which overturned
the "separate but equal" doctrine that had undergirded legalized
racial segregation-afforded IMA members renewed hope of accelerating the pace of social change. At Florida A&M (which had
become a university in 1953), Hudson worked to bring additional
speakers to encourage students to join the post-Brown fight against
segregation. His forrr. . er Colgate-Rochester classmate and National
Baptist Convention, USA, President Joseph H. Jackson counted as
one of them. On May 31, 1954, two weeks after the Brown decision,
Jackson delivered FAMU's baccalaureate ceremony sermon. In his
address, he hailed Brown as an affirmation of the U. S. Constitution's guarantee of equal rights for all and a step forward in the
Cold War's battles against communism. Then in November, the
IMA wrote the downtown McCrory's Store to complain about its
refusal to seat or serve blacks at its front counter and asked the
manager to "take steps immediately to remedy this condition."
IMA members, including Hudson, also supported their colleague
Steele in his role as acting president of the local NAACP branch.
Beginning his new duties in 1954, Steele joined Harry T. Moore's
successor-NAACP Florida Field Secretary Robert W. Saunders-in
speaking out against discrimination in state employment as well
as all legal and extralegal devices designed to skirt compliance
with Brown's mandate for public school desegregation. Tallahassee NAACP membership rose. Nonetheless, as sociologists Charles
U. Smith and Lewis M. Killian noted, the immediate aftermath of
Brown "caused no break in the superficially calm surface of race
relations" in the city. Following the U.S. Supreme Court's May
31, 1955 "all deliberate speed" implementation decision for Brown,
local officials continuing their efforts to indefinitely delay public
school desegregation. Nearly a year later, the bus incident involving Wilhemina Jakes and Carrie Patterson finally pushed Tallahassee into the type of highly publicized, bitter racial conflict its

24
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white leaders and their selected black spokesmen had worked so
diligently to avoid. 25
Although Jakes and Patterson's arrests occurred in 1956, local
white reactions were stirred by longtime unease with the black
presence. For more than 100 years, blacks had been the majority
in Leon County. Ever since blacks tilled local cotton plantations as
slaves, police powers and social norms aimed at maintaining control of them. At the turn of the century in 1900, blacks still comprised more than 80 percent of the population. Beginning in the
1910s with the Great Migration, that percentage steadily declined
as African Americans left for the North. The exodus, though, did
not signal the end of white anxieties over the black population.
Even after 1950, when the number of blacks had fallen below 51
percent, whites remained outnumbered by blacks in Tallahassee's
center. Unlike whites, many of whom lived in suburban locations,
blacks mainly resided within the city limits. Most lived in neighborhoods such as the one that surrounded FAMU's campus or the
downtown Frenchtown and Smokey Hollow areas. The bus system
bridged the racial communities. Altogether, blacks comprised 60
to 70 percent of bus company ridership. Black women who worked
as domestics for whites counted as one of its most important sources of patronage. 26
Within that vital transportation system, racial conflict had
arisen well before 1956. During WWII, local buses had become a
bitterly contested space between white residents and black soldiers
stationed at nearby Camp Gordon Johnston and Dale Mabry Airfield. Young black servicemen deliberately engaged in fractious
behavior to challenge traditional racial etiquette. Many refused to
sit at the back of buses. These tensions spread beyond the bounds
of the vehicles into the broader community. Denied access to most
of the on-base recreational facilities provided for whites, black Gls
25
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looked forward to spending their leaves at Frenchtown's restaurants, theaters, and night clubs. En route to and inside this district,
they frequently clashed with whites. The worst violence erupted in
April 1945 when a Frenchtown race riot resulted in the imposition
of martial law. 27 ·
WilheminaJakes and Carrie Patterson's defiant act more than
a decade after the Frenchtown disturbances reopened old wounds
and aggravated new worries. Their arrest for "placing themselves in
a position to incite a riot" reflected the perceived danger unarmed
white bus operators faced as they enforced segregation in a majority black area with a history of violent racial conflict. Drivers knew
they stood no chance in a brawl against a bus filled with irate black
passengers. Thus, any affront to the operator's authority caused
fright. Paranoia ignited by Red Scare-induced fears of "Communists" urging blacks to rise against whites and topple democracy
further escalated the alarm surrounding the incident. Some white
southerners already believed the Brown ruling and Montgomery
Bus Boycott had emboldened a "Communist conspiracy" to destroy
the United States one city at time. To a number of white Tallahasseeans, the bus debacle seemed to bring that unnerving national
pattern to their doorsteps. The burning cross placed atJakes and
Patterson's house carried unmistakable symbolism. More than a
few local whites stood ready to invade black residential areas to
reassert notions of "Christian" racial superiority against the specter
of "godless," Communist-inspired unrest. 28
Later that night, FAMU President Gore summoned Hudson
and a handful of other faculty members, administrators, and student leaders to his home. The chaplain recalled that Gore "was
not at ease" with what had transpired and "was hoping that somehow this might be contained." Hudson believed white city officials
had contacted the president and told him to discourage FAMU's
27
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Florida A&M Unive rsity students wave at the drive r of a n emp ty city bus o n the
campus during th e Tallahassee Bus Boyco tt. Photo from Be ttm a n Archive . Image
and caption courtesy of Getty Images.

students from launching disruptive demonstrations. Gore faced
a tough situation that paralleled one Alabama State College President H. Councill Trenholm Jr., had encountered at the start of the
Montgomery Bus Boycott. As with Alabama State, FAMU depended on the state legislature for funding; any protest linked to the
campus could spur financial repercussions. Additionally, the thin
veneer of Tallahassee's "progressive mystique ," the unwritten code
of race relations etiquette that strove consciously to avoid public
or violent racial confrontations, was cracking. If FAMU students
engaged in "uncivil" protests, then white leaders might not restrain
their community's violent elements. 29
Although he believed Gore held FAMU's best interests at
heart, Hudson knew it was too late to contain student anger. Hundreds of soldiers-in-training and black veterans in FAMU's student
body particularly felt outraged by what had occurred on Jakes and
29
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Patterson's lawn. As part of its federal land-grant mission, FAMU
provided military training in its curriculum. Beginning in 1902,
the institution required all male students to participate in a school
battalion that it renamed the "Auxiliary Cadet Corps" in 1948. A
"college commandant" introduced the young men to drills such
as marching, physical training, and regular inspection.
Former
President William H. Gray, Jr. built upon this foundation by persuading the U.S. Army to establish a Senior Anti-Aircraft Unit of
the Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) at the institution,
which he believed would enhance FAMU's national reputation.
Launched during the 1948-1949 school year, FAMU's ROTC consisted of a two-year basic prognm that was mandatory for all male
students and an optional two-year advanced program which led to
a post-graduation reserve commission in the Army. FAMU alumni
remembered Hudson's role in their weekly training regimen, as his
Wednesday afternoon and Sunday morning chapel services were
mandatory for all students. The school required auxiliary cadets
and ROTC members to wear their respective uniforms during the
services. Additionally, Gray successfully lobbied the state government and federal Veterans' Housing Authority to build a Veterans
Housing Project at FAMU. Opened in 1948, the college named it
after James R. Polkinghorne, a former student and Tuskegee Airman who had lost his life on May 5, 1944 while leading a squadron
of P-39 fighter planes in Italy. Polkinghome Village had 170 units
for married veterans and eleven barracks to house 250 single veterans. By 1949-1950, veterans utilizing their GI Bill benefits accounted for 415 of FAMU's 1,811 students. Hudson and his family lived
in Polkinghorne for several years. The chaplain understood that
the presence of so many black men who had engaged in, or were
preparing for, military combat had contributed to a campus atmosphere with little tolerance for racial abuse. 30
Frederick S. Humphries-a senior ROTC member, student
in Hudson's logic course, and future FAMU president-attended
the Lee Hall meeting at which students voted to launch the boycott. A Roman Catholic, Humphries remembered that Hudson
emphasized the dignity, value, and equality of all human life as well
the moral obligation to resist evil. Further, he recalled that the
30
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language Hudson regularly used in his sermons on those subjects
paralleled the language students chose to use as they started the
protest. Student Body President Brodes Hartley agreed. Also a
senior ROTC member who had taken Hudson's logic course, he
identified the chaplain and visiting chapel speakers as sources
of inspiration. Although he did not hold an off-campus church
membership, Hartley recalled how themes Hudson had stressed in
chapel- such as self-respect and fairness-rested on his mind as he
urged the student body to rise against the white affront directed
toward Wilhemina Jakes and Carrie Patterson. Moreover, Hartley recollected campus addresses by Howard Thurman, Benjamin
Mays, and Mordecai Johnson that complemented the messages
Hudson had shared.31
The Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance, which Hudson
led as president, coalesced into the organizational vehicle needed to bring Tallahassee's adult black leadership into the boycott.
Hudson and C. K. Steele invited a cross section of local black leaders to discuss the student protest at the IMA's regularly scheduled
meeting on Tuesday, May 29. The midday gathering at Bethel A.
M. E. Church attracted representatives from the NAACP, Community Defense Club, Tallahassee Civic League, and state and local
Business League. Passions flared as the group debated the best
course to take . Some wanted to do nothing; others said they were
comfortable backing the boycott only if it remained confined to
FAMU. At the far end of the spectrum, men such as Hudson and
Steele yearned for the boycott to grow into a citywide campaign.
In a compromise, the attendees agreed to designate a nine-member committee to meet with the city manager and bus company
manager. The delegation, which included Hudson and Steele, was
to convey the group's support for the student protest and submit
grievances about the treatment received by black riders. A subsequent 8:00 P.M. meeting was scheduled to take place at Bethel
Missionary Baptist Church. There, the committee would report. 32
The city manager and bus company manager's dismissiveness,
asserting they could do nothing without the city commission's consent, pushed the greater black community toward Hudson and
Steele's position. At the 8:00 p.m. meeting at Bethel Missionary
Baptist, the approximately 1,500 gathered unanimously voted to
31
32
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participate in the bus boycott and create a new umbrella organization to encompass the various civic groups that comprised Tallahassee's black leadership. They named it the Inter-Civic Council
(ICC). IMA members dominated the officer list, with Steele as
president and Hudson as chaplain. The ICC shared much in common with the Montgomery Improvement Association (MIA), which
was coordinating the bus boycott in Alabama's capital city. Like the
MIA, the ICC pledged itself to nonviolence and adopted an identical list of demands that called for: (1) the right to be seated on a
first come, first serve basis, (2) more courtesy by bus drivers, and
(3) the employment of black bus drivers on predominantly black
routes. Additionally, the ICC organized carpool operations. Hudson, his wife, and son volunteered to be drivers. With the ICC's
creation, the boycott's leadership base moved from FAMU's campus to Tallahassee's autonomous black churches. The students
had agreed to stay off the buses for the remaining two weeks of the
school semester, but they possessed neither the money nor organizational capacity to sustain a large-scale protest. African American
churches-with their built in-systems for fundraising, communication, and sharing critical resources such as cars-provided a better
foundation for a local movement center. 33
Hudson continued his proactive involvement. Expecting
opponents to verbally and physically accost the boycotters, he led
nonviolent training seminars at Bethel Missionary Baptist Church.
ICC member Laura Dixie, who attended some of the sessions,
recalled that Hudson guided the audience through hostile scenarios that could occur while carpooling or walking to work and
advised them on how to respond. In preparing for this leadership activity, Hudson likely benefited from the Fellowship of Reconciliation's (FOR) assistance. Founded in 1914 in Cambridge,
England, FOR was an interfaith, pacifist organization dedicated to
establishing "a world-order based on Love." In 1941, FOR Executive Director Abrahamjohannes "A.j." Muste called for "a Western
non-violence movement" in an essay entitled "The World Task of
Pacifism." He insisted that such a movement "must make effective contact with oppressed and minority groups such as Negroes,
share-croppers, industrial workers, and help them to develop a
33
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nonviolent technique, as Gandhi did in the India National Congress." The Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), organized by
FOR student activists in 1942, advanced that goal through its use
of Gandhian methods to combat segregation. Bayard Rustin, one
of its co-founders, coordinated workshops on nonviolence for both
CORE and FOR. He also participated in FOR's 1947 Journey of
Reconciliation, an integrated bus ride that tested southern compliance with the U.S. Supreme Court's Morgan v. Virginia decision
declaring racial segregation in interstate travel unconstitutional.
After completing a 22-day chain gang sentence in North Carolina
stemming from his arrest and jailing in that demonstration, Rustin
visited India for seven weeks in 1948, where he studied Gandhian
nonviolence. FOR asked him to leave its ranks in 1953 following
a "morals charge" that drew public attention to his homosexuality.
Shortly after Rustin separated from FOR, the War Resisters League
selected him as its executive secretary in 1954. Months later, Rustin went to Alabama's capital city to advise MIA President Martin
Luther KingJr., about Gandhian resistance. 34
King's education by Rankin network members had prepared
him to be a strong pupil for Bayard Rustin to instruct. As a Morehouse student from 1944 to 1948, King pursued his baccalaureate
degree at an institution led by Benjamin E. Mays, the former Howard University School of Religion dean whom Mohandas Gandhi
had welcomed into his India ashram in 1936. According to King's
sister, Christine, "under Mays' tutelage, [Martin] was introduced
to the works of Mahatma Gandhi." Later, while attending Crozer
Theological Seminary in Pennsylvania, King visited Philadelphia to
hear a 1950 sermon by Howard President Mordecai Johnson. He
recalled: "Dr. Johnson had just returned from a trip to India, and,
to my great interest, he spoke of the life and teachings of Mahatma
Gandhi. His message was so profound and electrifying that I left
the meeting and bought a half-dozen books on Gandhi's life and
works." The next year, King began doctoral studies at Boston University where Howard Thurman, a friend of his father, served as
dean of chapel. Thurman, who had met Gandhi sixteen years earlier, provided King with guidance and encouragement throughout
34
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the young man's time at the school. During the Montgomery Bus
Boycott, Bayard Rustin added to their contributions by working to
deepen King's understanding of Gandhian nonviolence and persuade him to embrace it as a way of life instead of simply a set of
tactics. FOR National Field Secretary Glenn E. Smiley, a Methodist
minister who had joined CORE during its first year in 1942, arrived
in Montgomery while Rustin was there and complemented these
efforts. In a 1956 report, Smiley stated that King said "he had Gandhi in mind when this thing started." He continued advising King
on Gandhi's philosophy after Rustin departed. Adam Fairclough
concluded that "Smiley probably did most to win King to the philosophy of nonviolence. "35
Having brought his beneficial teachings to King and Montgomery, Smiley appeared on the Tallahassee scene. Alfred Hassler,
editor of the FOR publication Fellowship, reported on June 7, 1956
that:
[Glenn Smiley] writes that he visited Tallahassee, Florida
the other day immediately after the outbreak of the resistance movement to bus segregation there and was able to
talk to the Executive Committee of that group, consisting
also largely of Negro Clergymen. There, as in Montgomery and other places in the Deep South, they welcomed the
interest and help of the Fellowship, and have reached out
eagerly for all the information and literature that we can
supply them on the techniques and spirit of nonviolence. 36
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Thus, Hudson likely developed his nonviolence training seminars with assistance from FOR's literature and Glenn Smiley. The
FAMU chaplain asserted, in fact, that the ICC's commitment to
nonviolence "has been accentuated in our movement by a close
relationship with the Fellowship of Reconciliation." A year after
Smiley's first meeting with ICC officers, Hudson informed him:
"As we look back over the months, it can be said that you have
helped us along the way toward full American citizenship. The
members of the Inter-Civic Council are greatly endebted [sic] to
you for your service and genuine interest." Hudson and the ICC
leadership also reached out to Martin Luther KingJr., for support,
quietly bringing him into Tallahassee a number of times during the
boycott. Accordingly, King was another possible source of advisement for Hudson as a nonviolence instructor. Through his work
to anchor the ICC in nonviolent philosophy, Hudson joined King
in challenging boycotters to view their struggle as an effort to heal
racial divisions and not simply a campaign to cripple bus segregation with the black community's economic power. To Howard
School of Religion Dean William Stuart Nelson, Hudson acknowledged, for instance, how "public references have been made over
and over again to the story of Gandhi and the Indian movement
for freedom." Mentions of the Mahatma went hand-in-hand with
the prayers, hymn selections, and preaching that Hudson identified with "the religious character" of the ICC's work. Despite the
fact that Gandhi worshiped as a Hindu, ICC members considered
his tactics appropriate methods for what Hudson had described
as "taking Jesus seriously." To Hudson, this reflected "a new social
awakening and a demand that religion be relevant to the interest
in socialjustice." 37
Just as in Montgomery, the fight for Hudson and Tallahassee
proved a long one. The beginning of the end of bus segregation
arrived only when the financially struggling Cities Transit Company began to battle the city commission over its demand for Jim
Crow seating. On November 13, 1956, the U.S. Supreme Court
37
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upheld the lower court's decision in the MIA-backed Browder v.
Gayle case, which had declared Jim Crow bus laws unconstitutional.
In late December, the ICC voted to end the boycott and encouraged its members. to ride the buses as long as they were permitted
to do so in a "non-segregated manner." Successful test-rides took
place on December 23 and 24, with bus drivers generally ignoring
blacks who sat in the front seats. However, the ICC canceled a
planned "front ride demonstration" on December 27 when participants encountered a heckling crowd of 200 whites, many of whom
carried weapons. That same day, tensions between the bus company and city commission resulted in the arrest of the Cities Transit
Company's manager and nine drivers. Authorities charged them
with operating a transportation line without a franchise, as the city
commission had revoked the company's franchise after it bluntly
rejected orders to enforce segregation. The bus company sued the
city for $100,000 (citing damages from the boycott) and requested
an injunction to block city officials from interfering with its operations. The city counter-sued with a request for clarification over
its authority to enforce segregation. In the end, the dueling parties dropped their suits, with the company agreeing to enforce a
new "seating assignment plan. " As Hudson described, "the new law
gave the bus operator the power to assign seats according to health,
weight, and publicly safety. It is obviously a subterfuge designed to
preserve the old order. " On January 20, 1957, police arrested a
group of blacks and whites after they participated in an ICC "sightseeing" ride to test the policy. The ICC initially used the "sightseeing" case as an opportunity to challenge the seating-assignment
policy in court. Nonetheless, after a series of disappointing rulings, it abandoned the suit in exchange for an order that freed
the defendants from jail. Despite the disappointing outcome, the
actual enforcement of the segregated seating gradually declined as
an increasing number of bus drivers simply permitted integrated
riding. By spring 1957, Jim Crow had suffered a quiet death on
Tallahassee's bus routes. 38
Martin Luther King Jr., and the Fellowship of Reconciliation
considered the Tallahassee Bus Boycott important because it, long
before the Montgomery protest had ended, showed the possibility
for the MIA model to spread across the South. During a conference held in Atlanta January 9-10, 1957, King met with nearly 100
38
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black ministers whom he described as "committed to the idea of a
Southern movement to implement the Supreme Court's decision
against bus segregation by through nonviolent means." The group
voted to form the "Southern Leadership Conference on Transportation and Nonviolent Integration." On February 14, this became
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), with the
ICC registered as an affiliate organization. Delegates elected King
president and Steele first vice-president. Several months later, on
the Tallahassee Bus Boycott's one year anniversary, the ICC hosted
a meeting of the Institute on Non-Violent Social Change the MIA
had developed shortly after its own bus protest ended. King, MIA
Vice-President Ralph Abernathy, and Theodore J. Jemison-who
had led the United Defense League that coordinated the 1953
Baton Rouge Bus Boycott-spoke. Glenn Smiley, the Institute's
director, later told Steele that the ICC-hosted event was "in many
respects superior to the first such gathering in Montgomery." 39
Reflecting upon the Tallahassee boycott in 1958, James Hudson felt pride, praising it as the watershed event that had birthed
a new movement for social change in Florida's capital city. He
proudly noted how African American protesters had clung to
nonviolent discipline in the midst of fierce hostility from opponents, particularly events that happened after the ICC began its
"Ride the Bus Integrated" demonstrations in December 1956. "At
times it has been difficult to keep the movement on the level of
love and nonviolence," Hudson admitted. "It is to the credit of
the Inter-Civic Council that throughout its history of more than
two years it does not have one case of violence on its record. This
record has been maintained in the face of the burning of crosses,
the firing of guns, and the throwing of stones." Hudson added:
"Non-violence has been largely accepted as a method or technique
by the followers of the movement. For an encouraging few the
commitment to nonviolence has become a way of life as well as a
technique for social change." To Hudson's joy, many black citizens
had expressed a willingness to use nonviolence in a series of new,
brewing battles against the remaining vestiges of racial second-class
citizenship in Tallahassee. "We are taken beyond the bus situation
39
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to the problems of strategy for school integration, registration and
voting, and better job opportunities," he wrote. "There is a feeling
among many that we have entered a struggle from which there can
be no retreat." As the bus struggle waned, Hudson began preparing the ICC for the new challenges by working to deepen the membership's understanding of Gandhian satyagraha. In one notable
example, he opened his home to William Stuart Nelson, who visited him as a personal guest inJune 1957 and presented a seminar
on Gandhi's teachings at a special ICC meeting in Hudson's living
room. 40
The Tallahassee Bus Boycott signaled a critical step in militant
reconciliation theology's progression from theory to practice. As
a result of David Hedgley and later James Hudson's leadership of
FAMU's religious life program, the Rankin network demonstrated
a strong presence in Tallahassee during the 1940s and 1950s. This
permitted the network's insurgent theology to integrally shape the
creation and operations of the Inter-Civic Council, the local movement center that coordinated the 1956-1957 bus protest. Militant
reconciliation theology helped African Americans in Tallahassee
conceptualize, articulate, and mobilize their spiritual confrontation against bus segregation. FAMU students who initiated the
boycott built upon the school's deep roots in the African American scholar-activist tradition by turning the militant reconciliation
theology principles they encountered in the school's religious life
program into nonviolent noncooperation against bus segregation.
Throughout the boycott, Hudson contributed to this scholar-activism by using his nonviolent training seminars to keep the movement grounded in the theology's emphasis on utilizing Mohandas
K. Gandhi's science of nonviolence to apply an equality-focused
Christian ethics. While he did not perform this teaching role in
the name ofFAMU, he treated it as an extension of his work on the
campus. To Hudson, the "new social awakening" revealed by the
boycott showed the potential for religiously-inspired nonviolence
to overcome the racism, violence, and fear that perpetuated Jim
Crow segregation in Florida's capital city.
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